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LITTER & WILDLIFE WORKSHEET
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS:
1. List two ways that plastic causes
harm to wildlife

2. How does litter end up in the
ocean?

3. For each example below, describe what we could do to our waste before we put it in the
recycling bin or general waste bin to reduce the likelihood of it harming an animal
Example: A newt could become trapped in an aluminium
can whilst looking for shade

Example: A hungry cat could get its head trapped in a jam
jar

Example: A hedgehog could get trapped in some multipack drinks packaging whilst searching for food
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LITTER & WILDLIFE WORKSHEET
ANSWERS
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS:
1. List two ways that plastic causes
harm to wildlife
Animals may mistake litter for food and
eat it, causing them health problems as
litter may be toxic or can block their
digestive system
Animals may get trapped in litter and
can't escape
Accept any other sensible answers

2. How does litter end up in the
ocean?

People dump rubbish
Lightweight materials such as plastic bags
can get caught by the wind and end up in
drains or rivers and eventually oceans
Litter is flushed down toilets, sinks, or
microfibres from washing machine waste
water

3. For each example below, describe what we could do to our waste before we put it in the
recycling bin or general waste bin to reduce the likelihood of it harming an animal
Example: A newt could become trapped in an aluminium
can whilst looking for shade
The can should be rinsed out so there is no drink remants
that may attract animals
The can should be crushed and the hole covered by the
pull-tab so animals can't get into the can in the first
place
Example: A hungry cat could get its head trapped in a jam
jar
The jar should be rinsed out as the food remnants will
attract hungry animals

Example: A hedgehog could get trapped in some multipack drinks packaging whilst searching for food
Use scissors to cut all of the sections to remove any holes
that animals can get stick in

